
 

EUROPALMS Boston Fern, artificial plant,53cm
Decorative fern for individual design options

Art. No.: 82519934
GTIN: 4026397699272

List price: 27.25 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397699272

Weight: 0,15 kg

Length: 0.53 m

Width: 0.16 m

Heigth: 0.05 m

Description:

Even without a "green thumb" or if the framework conditions do not allow real plants, you do not
have to do without a room greening, because the artificial Boston fern from Europalms is a
perfect alternative here.
Its bendable fern fronds can be bent into shape as needed.
While the large dark green fronds are made of textile material, the young light green shoots are
made of plastic. This combination results in the harmonious overall appearance of the green
artificial plant. A practical insertion rod allows for quick, flexible decorating.
Fern plants are true all-rounders that offer almost endless design possibilities in room greening.
The shapely fern can serve as an underplanting for larger potted plants or as filler for
arrangements. Even as soloists, ferns add splashes of green color to your space: as a classic in
a pot, but equally in a modern interior design such as vertical gardens.

Features:

- Bendable
- With dark greencolored; light greencolored lifelike leaves
- With 24 lifelike fronds; with 7 lifelike fronds
- Ideal for arrangements; Ideal for room fittings

Technical specifications:

Setup: Bendable

Standing/fixation: Insertable stick

Material: Textile

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82519934.html


Color: Green

Foliage: 24  fronts

 Material: textile; 7  fronts

 Material: plastic

Decor style: Woods and meadows; Houseplant

Dimensions: Length: 53 cm

Weight: 140 g
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